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ABSTRACT 

Due the remarkable grov,lh in the Sil,C and complexity of airlift operations, there is an 

increased nct.'tl for planning tools to assist decision makers with issues ranging from selecting 

the number and types of aircraft for an airlift fleet 10 making informed decisions with respect 

to investing or divesting in overseas air bases In Fiscal Year (FY) 94 rcscan;h was initiated 

in the Operations Research DcpaTlment of the Naval Postgraduate School in response to a 

request from the United States Air Force Studies and Analyses Agency and resulted in the 

development ofa high fidelity strategic airlift optimization model caller.! Throughputl!. The 

model is formulated as a multi-period, muiti-colllmodity linear programming model for 

determining the maximum on-time throughput of cargo and passengers that can be 

t ransported with a given fleet or given network, subject to appropriate physical and policy 

constraints Troop and equipment movement requirements are specified hy the Time Phase 

Force Deployment Data (TPFDD) An optimization model that utilizes the fu ll level of detai l 

available in a TPFDD would be ofintrac!able size Moreover, it is not necessary to build a 

model with such a fine level of detail in order to obtain the important insights required to 

assist deci~ion makers. Therefore Throughput II replaces the potentially large set of airfields 

with a smaller set of centroids and schedules aircraft through these aggregated airfields 

Current.ly route selection is performed manually, by an expert, who incorporates a variety of 

fac tors based on his/her experience. In this thesis we develop techniques for selecting a set 

of candidate routes fOf any deployment scenario without requiring historical data or extensive 

interaction with an expert An analyst should he concerned about two potentially detrimental 

effects of these preprocessing procedures. First, infeasibility may he introduced by 

aggregation and second, Throughput II may provide suboptimal solutions since we consider 

a limited number of routes To address these issues, a postprocessing step can be used to 

screen IOf constraint violations and 10 perfofm sensitivity (!Mlysis with respect 10 alternative 

routmg optrons 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

T he National Defense AuthorizatIon for Fiscal Year (FY) ! 991 required the 

De partment of Defense to conduct a comprehensive study to determine the mobil ity 

requirements for the United States Armed Falces. The Mobility Requirements Study 

(MRS) examined all aspects of the mobility question, from domestic transportation to 

intenneater to intrathealer requirements , The MRS analyzes sea, air and amphibious lift, 

surface Iransponation and prepositioni ng requirements to provide Congress with an 

Illtegrateu plan for procuring the necessal]' lift assets and infrastructure for ]lower 

projection in the 21 5t century . In January 1991 , the Force Structure, Resource and 

Assessment Directorate (18) of the Joint Staff assumed responsIbility for the MRS. The 

i\1ohili ty OptImizat ion Model (rVl0M) (Wing 1'1 aI, 1991 J was developed by J8 with 

assistance from the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) within a short period of six weeks 

MOM was developed \0 determine aitlift, sealift and prepositioning requirements. It 

modeled single onload and offload location with a time window for delivery. Even though 

MOM produces reasonable high level results, it is not suitable for answering the mobility 

questions currcntly sough! by USAF Studies and Analyses Agency (USAF/SAA) because 

it does not model airlift assets, infrastructure and the associated constraints in sufficient 

ddail 

t\ second linear programming (LP) model for strategic airlifi was USAF/SAJ\'s 

Throughput Model (Yost, 1994) . This model was devel oped to determine an optimal 



airlift fleet mix bast:d on given movement reqllirements and to compare different airlift 

fleets in terms of cargo throughput capabilities. Throughput proved to be a useful model 

hut had some inherent limitations due to its static nature with respect to time. Important 

system details such as delivery time windows for specific units and unit closure dates are 

not in:::orporated , In FY 94 research was performed at NPS in response to a request from 

the USAFiSAA and resulted in the development ofa higher fidel ity strategic ai rl ifi model 

cal led Throughput II (Lim> 1994) which has since heen enhanced (Morton, el 01..1995) In 

this research, the stra tegic airlift assets optimization problem is formulated as a multi

period, multi-commodi ty network-based lincar programming model, with a large numher 

ofside constraints The objective of the model is to minimize late deliveries subject to 

physi cal and policy constraints, such as aircraft utilization limits and airfield handling 

capacltles 

1\ typical Time Phased force Deployment Data (TPFDD) document specifies over 

14000 specific movement requirements over 180 days from 120 Aerial Ports of 

Embarkation (ArOE) to 90 Aerial Ports of Debarkation (MOl) through a network 

infrastructure with a large number of potential enraute stops, To attempt to build an 

optimization model that incorporates the full level of detail avai lable in a TPFDD would 

resu lt in a mathematical model of intractable size Moreover, it is not necessary 10 build a 

model with such a fmc ievcl of detail in order to obtain the important insights required to 

assist decision makers Therefore, Throughput and Throughput ][ both usc data 

aggregated from the TPFDD for input. Both models, for example, replace tile potentially 



large set of airfu::lds wilh a smallel set of centroid airfields and schedule aircraft through 

tnese aggregate airfields 

\Ve develop a mixed integer 100;atiorl-aliocation centroid model that may be used as 

a preproces,i ng step Aggregation of ai rfields may lead to infeasibilitics in the resulting 

model with respect to abi lity to fly cenain tlight legs due to altered inter-airfield distances 

This is thc principle reason that we propose a centroid aggregation model that has the 

primary objective of minimizing the maximum centroid-satellite distance A pure minimax 

model, will typically have many multiple optimal solutions Some optima, however, are 

better Lhan oLhers wi th respect to criteria ignored by the minimax objective (e.g., the 

,atelli te-cenuoid for second fimhest airlidd) Because of this drawback, a secondary 

mi nisulll object ive term is included in the centroid selection model 

Currently, route selection is performed manually, by an expert, who incorporates a 

variety offactors includi ng (;riticallegs for specific aircraft types, aircrew flight time 

restrictions and commercial track avoidance of certain countries. Such a procedure is lime 

consuming and may be adequate for flying to destinations with which USAF has extensive 

experience However, more difficult ies may arise when flying to an unfamiliar destination 

We develop hcuristic techniq ucs for sekcting the optimal routes for any deployment 

scenario without requir ing historical data and extensive interaction with an expert The 

IClute sclection module is illlph:mented in the Pascal programming language. Feasible 

routes are sorted with n::spect to their lengths for each origin-destination pair lnefficient 

and infeasible routes, due to constraints such as crew flying hours or crew stages, all;:: then 



eliminated This automated process has the advantage that routes may be generated 

without requiring the extensive experience and knowledge of an expert . Nevertheless, 

tllere are certain system requirements (e,g, countlY permissions) that are difficult to 

embed in such a program, and expert knowledge may still be required to rule out the 

feasibility of certain routes 

The elimination and preprocessing step may still generate a large number of routes, 

and il may nOt be computationally practical to include all the candidate routes in the 

Throughput 11 model For this reason, a method is applied to convert the large problem 

into a smaller problem of manageable size. This reduction is achieved by solving the linear 

program over a subset of its columns; the result of which may be suboptimal Through 

standard LP sensitivity analysis we can test whether a certain route, not in the original 

subset, is artra;;t ive Ifit is attractive, it can be put in the basis as a new column and is used 

\0 i:nprove the route generation model. This procedu re can be automated and is known as 

co llHTlIl generation ; in our case. the route selection model will be the column generator 

Incl uding new attractive routes and iterating the Throughput II model can be continued 

unti l a satisfactory solution is achieved 



Ii\TRODlJCTlON 

In spire of the sophisticat ed inventones and impressive L:apabili ties of modern aIr 

forces , military aviation is still the youngest of all major military operations. Except for a 

few early attempts, such as using balloons and air ships as instruments of war, air power 

ha~ been an extremely effective means of achieving military objectives, mainly because of 

Its great versatility, for the last SO years Among their many missions, airforces provide 

two key tasks delivering firepower directly by air-to-surface and air-to-air weapons, and 

rapidly deploying combat units over substantial distances. While the use of mil itary air 

power is relatively new, air mobility operations arc of even more recent vintage. The 

substantial exploit~t ion of milit~ry airlIft dates only from 1938 . Prior 10 that time, except 

for some primitive transportation efforts on a limited scale via air transpon systems, the 

deployment a:1d logistic suppon of military forces was undel1aken mostly via surface 

tmnspon systems 

There arc three fundementa l disadvantages of surface deployment, which cannot be 

eliminated by speed and effIciency provided by the newly developing ideas and technology 

of th is century. Fit-stly, surface deployment over substantial distances is slower than air 

tmnspon systems Second ly, Sllrface deployment is heavily res tricted by geographical 

cons1t'aints The third_ and most imponant reason, concerns its susceptibility 10 enemy 

attacks. On the other hand, the air lift has less comparative capacity thall the sealift does, 



bill because of ib ~peed and range, all the modern armed forces have incorporated airlift 

cap~bilily Into their transportation systems 

During World War 11, in addition to thc effectiveness of fighting, al1acking and 

bombing units of air forces, air transport operations proved to be an efficient means of 

projecting forces to strategic locations. This added another aspect 10 thc obvious potential 

of air forces as a direct force, namely the use of air forces as an indirect force Thc 

Importance of this lal1er feature of air forces is easily recognized by the success of airlift 

operations which were totally impossible by other means in the same range and time 

frames 

Despite prepositioned fuel, ammunition, and equipment, the magnitude ofthc 

United Nations! United States airlift effort during Desert Shield and Desert Storm was 

unprecedented By I (1 March 1991, strategic ai rl ift had moved ovcr 500,000 pcople and 

540,000 lOllS of cargo to the theater. At the height ohhe Desert Shield airlift , Military 

Airlift Command's (MAC's) cargo movement averaged 17 million ton-miles per dayl _ By 

comparison , during the 1973 Arab-Jsraeli War, US airl ift moved 4 4 milliol1ton-miles pcr 

day OthH historical comparisons include the World War II "I-lump" at 0.9 mi llion tOI1-

miles per day, the llerlin Airlift at J 7 million ton-miles per day, and Operation Just Cause 

at 2 0 mi ll ion ton-miles per day (Gulf War Air Power Survey, 1993) 

1 US '\rmq~K '~i<hh <c'Iulremcnl, and catl'lblhlleS may be measured in lerms of million-lOn-miles per 
day, i.e ., in multiples Oflhc capaclly 10 mOve one 1011 of cal go by air a disillllce of one mile in one day 
This sialldard of mcasuremclll, Ihough a usefu t ptannlllg loot and gauge of preselll and fulllre Slralegic 
ailtifi cap~bllilICS. docs nOl, ofcoursc, lake into aCCOUIlI such rcal world constraillls as aircraft and crcw 
c~hauslion. wcallicr, av"itabllily of aIrfields. overflighl righls. ,md pos,ible cncmy aClion 



Due to tile remarkable growth in the size and complexity of airlift operations, there 

is increased need for plan ning toob to assist decision makers with issues ranging from 

selecti ng the mlmber and types of aircrafi for an airl ifi fleet to making informed decisions 

wllh respect 10 investing or divesting in overseas air bases. Although it must be interpreted 

carefully, this qsearch for optimality" is a very important theme in Operations Research 

rhe j"le ld of Operations Resealch provides too ls for attempting to find the best, or optimal, 

solution to mathematical models of the problem under consideration 

A. UACKGROUND 

rhe National Defense Authorization for Fiscal Year (FY) 1991 requi red the 

Department of Defense to conduct a comprehensive study to determine the mobility 

requirements fOI the Lnited States Armed Forces The Mobility Requirements Study 

(MRS) examined all aspects of the mobility question, from domestic transportation to 

in tertheater to intra theater requiremcnts The MRS analyzes sea, air and amphibious lift , 

surface transponation and prepositioning requirements to provide Congress with an 

integrated plan for procuring the necessary lift asscts and infrastructure for force 

prolection 111 the 21 sl century. In January 1991, the Force Structure. Resource and 

Assessment Directorate (J8) of the Joint StafT assumed responsibility fo r the MRS The 

Mobility Optimization Model (MOM) (Wing e/ al. (99 1) was developed by J8 with 

as~islance from the Nava! Postgraduate School (NPS) within a short period of six weeks 

MOM was developed to determine airlift , sealift and prepositioning rtXjuiremcnts For 

air lift, it modeled single onload and oflload locations with a time window for delivery 



Evcn though MOM produces rcasonabll;! high level results it is not suitable for answering 

the mobility questions currently sought by USAF Studies and Analyses Agency 

(USAFiSAA) because it does not model air lift assets, infrastnKture and the associated 

constraints in sufikient detai l 

A second linear programming (LP) model for strategic airlift was USAF/SAS's 

Throughpllt Model (Yost, 1994) This model was developed to determine an optimal 

airlifl fleet mix based on given movement requirements and to compare dijfl;!rent airlift 

fleets in terms of cargo throughput capabilities. Throughput proved to be a uscflll model 

bw had some inherl;!m limitations due to its static nature with respect to time. Important 

system detai ls such as delivery time windows for specifi c units and unit closurc dates are 

not incorporated In FY 94, research was performed at NPS in response to a request from 

the USAFiSAA, and culminated with development of a higher fi delity strategic airlift 

model called Throughput 11 (Lim, 1994). In this rescarch, the strategic airlift assets 

optimization problcm is formu lated as a multi-period, multi-commodity network-based 

linear programming model, with a large number of side constraints. The objective of the 

model is to minirni1.e late del iveries subject to physical and policy constraints, such as 

aircraft utilization limits and airfield handling capacities 

B. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Executing a deployment - del ivering units and equipment to theater efliciently and 

effectively - with limited aircraft and i nfra~tructure a~sets is a form idable task. The 

"lational Command Authority (NCA), the Joint Chief of StafT, and major field 



commanders have access to the Worldwide Military Command and ( omra! Sy5lem 

(WWMC'C S) , which includes a command and control system called loint Operational 

Planning and Execution System (J OPES) The Operationai Plan (OPLA,,\) is entered as a 

requirement and JOPES generatcs a Time Ph(lscd Force Deployment List (TPFDL) This 

list called the Time Phased Force Deployment Data (TPFDD) document, and contains 

information pertaining to the force and movement requirements ofl he OPLAN V·lith this 

infor!ll(t\ ion, units able 10 su pply force requirement can be identified (lnd transportation 

arrangements ca n be made A typical TPFDD specifIes over 14000 specific movement 

requiremcms over I SO days fro m 120 Aerial ParIs of Embarkation (APOE) to 90 Aerial 

Ports of Debarkat ion (A POO) through a network infrastructure witll a l(trgc number of 

potential emOUle stops To attempt to build an optimization model that utilizes the nlll 

level of detail available in a TPFDD would result in a mathematical model ofinlraetable 

s:ze Moreover. it is not necessary to bui ld a model with such a fine level of detail in order 

to obta in the important insights required to assist decision makers. Therefore , Throughput 

and Throughput II both use data aggregatcrl from the TPI'DD for input. 130th models, for 

example, replace the potentially large set of airfields with a smaller set of centroid ai rfields 

and schedule aircraft through these aggregate airfIelds 

A mix ed integer programming model for centroid se1ection ha~ been developed by 

AFSAA thaI may be used as a preprocessing step for either model (Yost, 1994). The basic 

idea in this mode! is to first deflllC candidate centroid airfields based on thei r passenger and 

cargo flows and then to solve the model thilt minimizes a weighted sum of distances 



between the centroids and tlleir satellite airfields A primary shortcomi ng of such an 

aggregalion procedure is that it may lead to infeasihle solutions in the subsequent ai rl ift 

optimization model Airfields aggregated into centroids lIlay inappropriately "horrow" 

capacity from one another As a result , it may be discovered on disaggregation that the 

solut ion to Throughput Il has assigned 100 many sonies to an airfield Such an outcome 

may occur, for example, when a relatively slflall capacity airfield with a large flow 

requirement is aggregated with another ai rfield that has a large capacity value_ A second 

pOiential drawback in the current method of aggregat ing airfields is that the centroids are 

selected to minimize the sum of weighted distances to all corresponding satellite airfields, 

and thc dist~nces between airfields in Throughput II are determined fro m the centroid not 

the satellite. As a result, there are cases in which a particular aircraft type may be capable 

of nying a route which originates fro m the centroid but not from the sateHite airfield 

Conversely, certain routes may be eliminated unnecessarily due to airfield aggregation. As 

a resul t of these aggregation effects, the fidelity of the a.~sociated Throughput II model 

may be reduced 

Currently. route selection is performed manually, by an expert, who incorporates a 

variety of factors incl uding minimum payload ferry rangesl for specific aircraft typcs, 

aircrew flight time restrictions and comm~rci al track avoidance of certain countries. Such 

a procedure is time consuming out may be adequate for flyi ng to destinatiolls with which 



USAF has extensive experience, however, difficulties may arise when flying to an 

unfami ,iar destinat ion 

In ~ummary, the size orthe infrastructure network is currently reduced hy a 

preprocessmg step that selects airfie lds via the <:ent roid model and eliminate" by hand, a 

large number of infeasible or ir.efficient routes The resulls ofThroughpui II have 

indicated that for some important deployment s<:enarios the airlift system may be 

infrastructure constrained, in p~rt , due to the aircraft handling <:apability of <:enain enrOllte 

airfield5 This makes the process of preselecting centroid airfields as well as delivery and 

recovery rOUles very important It i, desirable to minimize the effe<:t of capacity 

borrowing. Moreover, it may be possible to improve the system's throughput by proper 

aircraft -route scheduling. An automated system that can generate routes for given o rigin

destlllation pairs could dramatically aid the analyst in the sdection of deployment and 

re<:overy rOUles 

C. METHODOLOGY 

This thesis will consist of two main parts as illustrated in Figure 1. 1 The first part 

preprocessing procedure that selects a set of centroids and <:andidate routes that will 

be Ilsed as input to Throughput IJ or any other applopr iate opt imization model The 

second part is a poslpro<.:essirlg pro<:edure that seeks to determine whcther thc 

Throughput IJ soilltion may be disaggregated into a valid solution for the original model 

and/or improved by providing Throughput [J with additional lOut ing options 



Figure 1.1. Route Selectioll Model 

I. Preprocessing ·Modules 

The preprocessing step consists of two distinct modules, first a model is solved to 

determine the centroids and then a heuristic ' generates routes from the origin centroid 

airfields through enroute airfields, to the destination centroid airfields for all relevant 

aircraft types 

Centroid Model 

We develop a location-allocation model with a primary objective to 

minimizl:: the maximum centroid-satellite distance and a secondary objective to minimize 

the sum or the corresponding distances_ Aggregation of airfields may lead to infeasibilities 

' ''A heunslic is a mle of thumb. strategy. or trick used to improve the efficiency of a system which tnes to 
discover !he solutions of complex prookms-"(Slagle, 1971) 



In the resulting model, with respect 10 an aircraf1's ability to fly certain flight legs, due to 

altcred inter-airfield distances This is the primary reason that we propose a centroid 

aggregation lIlodel that has a primary objective of minimizing the maximum centroid

satellite distance A pure minimax model, typically has many multiple optimal solutions 

Some opttma, however, are better than other-s with respect 10 criteria ignored by the 

minimax obJcctive (e g, the satellite-centroid for second furthest airfield), Because Oflhi5 

drawback the secondary minisulil objective term is included in Ihe centroid seiel.--tion 

modei 

Route Sd(~etj(Jn Madd 

The route selection module is implemented in the Pascal programming 

ianguage, Feasible routes are sorted with rCSpeCI to their lengths for each Ol'igin-

destination pair lndficient and infeasible routes, due to constraints such as crew flying 

hours or crew stages, arc tlH::n eliminated, This automated process has the advantage that 

routes lIlay he generated without requiring the extensive experience and knowledge of an 

expert Nevertheless, there are certain system requirements (e ,g, country permissions) 

tilat are difficult to embed in such a program, and expert knowledge may still be required 

to rule out the feasib il ity of certain routes 

2. Postprocessing 1\1oduJc 

The final output of the preprocessing step is a seL of candidate rouleS that can be 

used as input data for Throughput II or any other appropriate model such as the 

Stodrastic Airlift Optimization Model (Goggins, 1995). However the preprocessing step 



may still generate a large number of routes, and it may not be computationally practical to 

include all the candidate rOUles in the Throughput ([ model. For this reason, a method i~ 

applied to convel1 this large prohlem into a smaller problem of manageable size This 

reduction is achieved by solving the linear program over a subset of its columns, the result 

may be suboptimal Through standard LP sensitivity analysis we can test whether a certain 

route, not in the original subset , is attractive Ifit is attractive, it can be put in the basis as 

a new column and is Iised to improve the rOute generation model This procedure can be 

automated and is known as column generation; in OUI case, the route selection model will 

be the column generator. This process of including new attractive routes in the 

Throughput!! model, solving the corresponding LP, and testing for optimality can be 

continued until a solution to the original problem is achieved 

D. SUMMAH,Y 

In this thesis we develop techniques for selecting the optimal routes for any 

deployment scenario without requiring historical data and extensive interaction with an 

expert The results of Throughput II have indicated that for some important deployment 

~cenarios the airlift system may be infrastructure constrained. This makes the process of 

preselecting centroid airfields very important. In the first part of this thesis we develop an 

efficient procedure for solving the combination mininlax-minisum facil ity location model 

to determine centroid airfields that will help curb detrimental aggregation effects 

10 



A:1 analyst should be concerned about two potemially detrimental <:ffects of tIl(" 

prepro(cssing procedure Either infeasibi lity may be introduced by aggJcgation or 

Throllg:JPut JI may yield a suboptimal solution since only a limited number ofroules are 

(O:1Sldel-edl 0 address these issues. a postproccssing step includes 

disaggregation and feasibility tests, 

II sensitivity analysis with respect to alternate rOUling options 

Toget'ler, these measures assist ThlOughpUL II in providing triJ(:tible, as well as 

valid Jcsults 
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II. REVIEW OF THROUG HPUT II I\fODEL 

[he Throughput JJ strategic airlift optimization model was developed by Captain 

I ,im Tco \Veng (Lim, 1994) and ha~ since been enhanced in ongoing research at the Naval 

Postgraduate School (Monon 1:1 af, 1995) The mathematical formulation of Throughput 

II is contained in Appendix A The Throughput 11 ntodel is a multi-period model for 

de tcrmining thc maximum on-time throughput of cargo and passcngers that can be 

transported with a given nect ovcr a given network, subjcct to appropriate physical and 

policy constraints The objective fi.mction minimizes the total weighted penalties for la te 

deliveries and nondeliveri es 

The preprocessing and postprocessing techniques developed in Ihis thesis are 

utilized by the Throughput I I opt imization model as indicated in Chapter I. For this 

leaSOII, we provide a review of Throughput 11 in this chapter 

A. MODEL FEATURES 

rhe Throughput II model has bcen dcsigned to handle many of the airlift system's 

panicular iCatures and modes of operation, The model is a strategic airl ift model , meaning 

that it considers in ter-t heater but not intra-theater deliveries The major features oflhe 

airlift system cur rently captured by the model include (Morton 1'1 aI., 1995) 

Tile model routes aircraft through multiple origin, 
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Fltxibk routing structure Th.: air route structure supported by the model includes 
recovery routes with a variable number of enroute slOpS (usually between 

This gives the model the option of short-range flighls with heavier 
loads or long-range f1ight.~ with lighter loads For fiJl1iter routing flexibility, the model 
also allows the same aircrafl to fly different delivel)' and recovery routes on the same 

Aircratl-to-route restrictions ' The user may impose aircraft-to-rOUle restrictions, e.g. , 
military aircraft may only use military airfields for enrout.: stops This parti(;ular 
provision arises be(;ausc the USAF Air Mobility Command (AMC) may call upon 
civilian commercial airliners to augment USAF aircraft in a deployment, under the 
Civil Reserve Airlift Fleet (CRAF) program The model distinguishes between USAF 
and CRAF aircraft 

Aircraft assets can be added over time. This adds realism to Ihe model because CRAF 
and other aircraft may take time to mobilize and are lypica lly unavailable at the start of 
a deployment 

Delivery time windows In a deployment, a unit is ready to move on its avm!oh!c- IO
load date (ALD) and has 10 arrive at the theater by its rcqUJred-de/iwry-dule (RDD). 
This aspect of the problem has been incorporaled in th.: model lhrough user-specified 
time windows for each unit. The model treats the time window as "clastic" in that 
cargo may be del ivered late, subj.:ct to a p.:nalty 

U. ASSUMPTIONS 

The assumptions used in lhe model are as follows 

Airfield capacity is represented by a single aggregate figure, called Maximum-Oil -
(;rmmd(MOG). The lileral translation ofMOG as the maximum number of planes 
that can be simultaneously on Ihe ground at an airfield is misleading, because MOG is 
used to convey more than just the number of parking spaces. In actuality, airfield 
capacity depends on many addit ional factors sllch as availability of material handling 
.:quipment and various ground services capacities. Unfortunately. data are not 
cun.:ntly available to support a mult idimensional MOG modeling enhancement 

Inventoried aircraft at origin and destination airflelds are considered not to affect the 
aircraft handling capacit)" o flhe airfield This assumption is not strictly valid since an 
inventoricrl ain.:rafr lakes up parking space even if il is not consuming services 



C. CO,W:EPTUAL MODEL FORMliLATION 

Th~ primary decision variables are the number of sorties initiated , and the amount 

of cargo and passengers carried, for each unit, hy each aircraft type, via each available 

route, in each time period Additional variahles are dcfmed for the recovery flights, for 

aircraft inventoried at airfields, and for the possibility (at high penalty cost) ornol 

delivering required cargo or passengers 

Objt'f_livc Function 

Ihe objective funct ion minimizes the 10lal weighted penalties for late deliveries 

and nondeliveries suhJect \0 appmpriatc physical and policy constraints The penalties an: 

weighted according to two factors the priority of the unit and the degree oflatencss The 

penaity increases with the illllo\m\ of time late, and non-delivery has the most austere 

penalty 

The anticipatcc use of the model is for situations when the given airlift resources 

ale insufficient f(ll" making all the req:lired deliveries on time On the other hand, if there 

ale enollgh resources for complete on-time delivery, then the model's secondary objective 

function is \0 choose a feasible solution that maximizes unused aircraft The motivat ion for 
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the ,econdary objective is that if the available aircraft arc used as frugally as possible, 

while sull mecting, the known demands and ohserving the knO\",n constraints> then the 

mobill1y system will be as well prepared as possible fo r unplanned breakdowns and 

unfore,l;:en requirements, such as an additional nearly simultaneous regional contingency 

2, Constraints 

The model's (;onstraints can be grouped into five categories: demand satisfaction, 

aircraft baiance, ai rcraft capacity, aircraft utilization, and airfield handling capacity 

Dcmand Satisfaction Constraints The cargo demand constraints allempt to ensure for 
each uni t that the correct amount of cargo moves 10 the required destination within the 
specified lime window. The passenger demand constraints do the same for each unit's 
personnel The demand constraints have elastic variables for late delivery and non
delivery The optimiJ':ation will seek 10 avoid these options ifit is possible with the 
available assets, or to minimize them ifnot 

Aircraft Balance Constraints Thl;:51;: constraints keep physical count of aircraft by type 
(e.g., C 17, C5, C 141, etc) in cach time period. They ensure that the aircraft assets are 
used only when they are available 

Aircraft Capacity Constraints: There are three different kinds of constraints on the 
physical limitations of aircraft -- troop carriage capacity, maximum payload, and cabin 
floor space -- which must be observed at all times 

AiKraft Utilization Constraints These constraints ensure that the average flying hours 
consumed per ai rcraft per day are within AMC's established utilization rates for each 
aircraft type 

Aircraii Handling Capacity at Airfields . These constraints cnsurc that the number of 
aircraft rOUled through each airfield each day is wi thin the airfield ' s handling capacity 
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ll. LIMITATIONS 

Two limitations ofllle optimizJtion model afC the inability to hand k local traffic 

cong(~stion and low tidelllY wilh rcspcl:\ to cntain aspects ofllle airlift system 

rime Rfsolulioll 

\Vnh one-day lime periods, the model can route aircraft in a manner that causes 

loc~1 congestion. ,A.nothcr limi tation is that the model rounds the t ime (to the nearest day) 

at which an aircraft arrives at cnroutc and destination airfields 

2. Aircraft Reliability 

Aircraft in need ofrcpair can have an immediate impact on throughput capahility, 

especially when airfidd capacity n:soUlCCS afC limited 

3, Drterministic Ground Timt' 

The aircraft ground times used in the calculation ofMOG consumption represent 

the expected times for onload/rcfud/omoad. resulting in optimistic throughput capability 

4. Airfield Aggregation 

Throughput II uses data aggrcgattrl from tht TPFDD tor input. It replaces the 

large set of ailiields with a smaller set of centroid airfields and schedule aircraft through 

these aggregate airficld~ 
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5, Limited Route Structure 

Roult: seleclion is pnformed manually, by an expert, who incorprales a variety of 

iaclOrs including minimum payload ferry ranges for specific aircraft Iypes, aircrew flight 

lime resnictions and commercial track avoidance of certain countries Such a procedure is 

lime consuming but may be adequate for flying 10 destinations with which USAJ' has 

exlensive experience. however difficulties may arise when flying to an unfamiliar 

destinalion 

Airfield aggregation and limited route strllcture arc examined in this thesis 

Limitations invo lving aircraft reliabi lity and stochastic grounn times are examined by 

Goggins ( 1995) 



III. PREPROCESSING MODULES 

rhc prepJocessing ste;:: conSists of two distinct modules where airfield aggregation 

and route selection arc performed. The first module aggregates origin and destination 

airfields into selected centroid airfields The second module generales the roule set which 

will be used in the optirniLation model 

A. CENTROID MODEL 

As outlined in the in troduction, aggregation of airfields may lead to infeasibilities in 

the solution prodw:.:ed by the resilit ing ~trategie airlift model with respect to borrowing 

airfield capaclly and with respect 10 an aircraft's ability to fly certain flight legs due 10 

altered inter-airfield distances It is primarily for the latter reason that we propose a 

centloid aggregation 1110delthat has a primary objective of minimizing the maximum 

centroid-satell ite distance. A pure minimax model will typically have lIlany multiple 

optimal solutions, but some optima are usually better than others with respect to criteria 

ignored by the minimax objective (c g, the satellite-centroid fOl second furthest airfield) 

As a resul t we incO lporate a secondary mini~ull1 objective term in the centroid selection 

model to resolve multiple optimal solutions Aggregation is not perfomled for cnroutc 

aidieids, but is pelfOlmed for origins and destinations separately 

The preprocessing step is based on a set of raw data provided by various sources 

such as the TPFDD and airfield infrastructure data Due to some pol icy constraints or data 

inan;uricies, thelc are occasionally sonte triangle inequality violations for inter-airfie ld 
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diqances As a data integrity check we ensure that given any two points X = (x , ,Xl) 

and Y = (Y, >h) the great circle distance between X and Y, which we denote by IX - }~ has 

the following properties for all X and Y 

I Nonnegativity IX Y ~ 0 

2 Symmetry ,X - YI =IY- X 

3 Triangle Inequality IX -yl s IX -1H2 - 1 fo"",y 2 

For the given data set, if the triangle inequality violation occurs, 

IX - "I>IX - 21+IZ - YI for any X, Y, Z 

an algonthm is used to replace this inequal ity with the following equality 

Mathematical Formulation 

i c I Original airfields, eg, Travis AFB 

J E.I Candidate airfield~ that may be centroids 

f)uttl 

d q Great cirde distances between airfield i and centroid J 

k Number of origin (or destination) airfields that will be used in 

the ThroughpllI H model 
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Ded.~ion Vuriables 

x 0 JI 
'i 10 

y = [I 
J 1a 

If aJrjield 1.\ a.Hlgned to celllroid j 

oth('fWlJl' 

!f candlda/e airfield j is .1·elecll'd as a celllroid 

OIherwi.le 

Mill;mfL)(MOIlei 

.1"1 x'J :SYJ V(i.;) E / x .J 

~Y, 0' 
Z> 0 I 

X'J E{a.1) 
Y, E{O.I) 

V(I,;) c l x .J 

V) E.J 

(2 . 1) 

The integer program in (2 I) is a variation of Schrage (1991) that may be 

con veIted to a linear intlo:ger programming probkm by introducing a new decision variable 

" ;: ~ d ,; ", V(I,;) E I x J 

x'J < y) V(I,j) e J xJ 

~Y. ok (22) 

~ X" = 1 V lEI 

X v E{a,!} V(I,;) E I x J 

Y, c {O.I} V} E.J 
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I'his model minimizes the maximum distance between centroids and their 

assigned airfields while ensuring that all ai rfields arc a~signed to only one centroid and the 

IOtal numbcr of centroids equals a plespecified valuc For reasons detailed above, we usc a 

Sl:condary mini sum objective to select among multiple optimal solutions. This can be 

stated mathematically 

z ~ d,) . x.; 'i(i,.I) E 1 xJ 

x'J ~ y) li(I,J) E 1)<.1 

~Y, ok (2 .1) 

~x, =1 Vi Ef 

, 10.li V(I,j) E /)< J 

Y , c 10.1) Vj E.I 

where 1-: > 0 is a sufficiently small prespecifled constant. Model (2.3) contains a large 

number of binary variables that can quickly result in unreasonably long solution times, 

even for modest values of III and 1)1· As a result, wc utilize a solution technique that 

solves a sequence ofa set covering location models to find the optimal solution to (2.3) 

Set Covering Model 

Thc covering problem involves selecting the minimum number of centroid~ 

so that each orthe original airfields is within a specified distance of some centroid (ie , 
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WVe!"ed by lhal centroic) (francis e/ ai , 1992) The set covering model can be stated by 

introducing the foll ov..,' ing additio l~ notat ion, 

(!)Data 

Maximum allowed disLan«~ between a centroid and its assigned 

airfields 

(2) Index Set 

} set ofcenrroids thal may used to cover airfield J 

= mm LY, 

,~Y," I 

Y, c {II,!} V) Ec. l 

(2 4) 

The key connection between the set covering model (24) and minimax I c -minisum model 

(23) i~ the fo llowing. If <: .1' the optimal objective value to (24) for a specific value ofr 

exceed~ k ( tht~ centroid budget in (23)) then we know <1 J] > r. Similarly if ztHI ~ k 

then we know S , Our goal, therl, is to iind the smallest value ofr for which (2 4) 

yields a:l objective of at most k Such an approach proves to be computationally efficient 

because 

(i) the number or binary lb;ision variables in (2 4) is III while the number of binary 

variabb in (2 3) is 1/1· 1.!1 + 1.11 and 



(ii) empirical evidence has shown that a linear relaxation of (2.4) often provides a "near-

integer" solution 

The algorithm for solving (2.3) via a sequence of set covering models as defined in 

(24) is shown in Figure 2.1. The main part of the algorithm solves (2 .3) with c "" 0 , and a 

postprocessing step solves an appropriately defined minisum model to resolve multiple 

optimal minimax solutions according to the secondary minisum objective. 

,. ' . ":"{'. l 
," . ".:' {'. l 

., ..... , ' -,-
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The post-proces~jllg mini sum model may be stated 

Index Set 

0. = {(I I),d'i ~ r' } 

min L; L d" >:'! 

x" S;Y , '1(1,./ ) EO. 

LJ', = k 

2> , = I 

'1)(0./ 

I-j (i,j) dl 

(2 . 5) 

Note that due to the linearity of the objective the binary constraints on X,, can be 

re laxed in (2,S) (Sd :!age, 199 1) This mixed integer program selects a solution from the 

set of oj'lt imal solutions to (2 I), beeamc centroid assignments are approximlltely 

restricted by the ~ct n General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) (Brooke el. al.. 

1992) code for solving model (2 3) via the algorithm of figure 2 1 is in Appendix B 

Computational results for this and alternative approaches are dii;cussed in Chapter V 

B. HOUTE SELECTION MODEL 

The primary goal of snategic airlift planning is to satisf)' Commander-in-Chief 

(:entrai Commafld (CI ,,\'CCENT)'s requirements by employing airlift resources efTeetively 

fo meet the goal, planner, have to consider the entire airlift ,ystem and its interrelated 

parts Each enroute stop and destination airfield mw,t have adequate runways, taxiways, 



r~mps an d support facilities Where crew changes are required, a sufficient number of 

qualified and properly rested aircrews must be ava ilable. Normal crew duty time 

limlt~tions (unless otherwise specified in the governing OPORD/OPLAA') are 16 hours fOl 

a basie crew and 24 hours for an augmented crew 

The route selection model may be viewed as a search process or more specifically 

35 a traversal of a tree structure in which each node represents an airfield and each arc 

represents a flight leg between the airtields represented by the nodes The search process 

must lind paths through the tree that connect the origin with the destination and obey 

given physical wnstraints for each aircraft type such as the appropriate airfie ld types it 

may uti li:{c, the aircraft minimum payload ferry range, crew stages eiC. llecause of the 

cxt rcmely large number of possible routes that could be taken, we need to bound the 

number of enroute stops Governing our search is a sct of rules that defines the legal 

routes we can fol low These rules include the crew stages, enroute airfields, runway 

li mitat ions in airfields and the type of airfield (e.g. , military, civilian, joint). Suppose that 

we want to find some routes from node A to node G through a netwurk of airfields, such 

as shown in Figure 2.2 

[ ; I 
------------------~ 

Figure 2 2 A Rasic Route Selection Problem 
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hndlng a route involves six kinds of efforts 

Each leg of the ilight should be less than the minimum payload ferry range of the 

corresponding ail-craft , 

The cumulative tim(~ including ground time spent at each stop, without a crew change 

shoulrl be less than 24 how-s, 

Every a irfield on the routt: should be compatible with tht: aircraft, 

The length of the rOll le should be less than the upper bound I which is defined by the 

All airfields can be used by all types of aircraft as an APOD or an APOE but only 

specified aircratt as an enroute, 

The distance between two adjacent enroute airfields should be greater than a 

prespecified distance defined by the user 

The most obvious way to firld a solution is to devise a bookkeeping scheme that 

allows an orderly representation of all possible paths. It is useful to note thaI the 

bookkeeping scheme mu~t not allow a node 10 be revisit(~d (i.e, a cycle) in the network 

\Vuh cyclic paths eliminated, networks are equivalent to trees Tht tree shown in Figure 

23 is made from the network in Figure 2 2 by using hrmdlhjlrs/ search and eliminates 

certain roules (e g, AORG) by Ilsing physical and strategic constraints Pseudo code for 

Ihe roule gf.~nera!ion algoritm is described below and additional details are contained in 

AppendiX 0 

1 Upper bound IS defined by a pararn~lcr A limes lh~ g I~at clIcle di,lan~e octween o"gm and dC~ linallon 
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Figllre 1. .1 i\ Tree Derived from the Network of Figure 2.2 

Pseudo Code of Route Generation Model 

otherwisc 
adjio;;ent - ().o 

scloct nodes which Jrc ;l~~esSlble from node du<: 10 
B'v~n ~Oll~tr;lllll' 
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C [ld for 

end for 

'"' gOlo LOOP 
illcremenlslagclc\'e l 

cndLOOP 

LOOP stan from Ihc last stage to first stage 
(mdlhcdCSllnatlOnnooe 
folio\\' paSll0ulClisi Ihrough origl!\ 
record Ihc rou tc 

clld LOOP 
fca"blli lychccks 

if route lengl!' ;:' upper bound then delete the rou te 
I r rOll l ~ IS infeaSIble dlle locre,", siages then delete the route 

m~rllla l sc rccnmgoflherou l csbyusef 

cn"mcla l crO" lesb.1S" d ontheirlcnglhalld Slor~forcach airaaft 

nlanlJ~1 rOllte add,ng by u5Cf 

Ollipullhe roille SCI 
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IV. POSTPROC ESSING MODULES 

The final output of tile combined centroid and roule selection preprocessing step is 

a sct of candidate routes that can be used as inplil data for Throughput II. However the 

airfield aggregation and subsequent route selection process may still generate a large 

number afroules, and it may nO! be computationally practical to include all the candidate 

routes in the TilroughpUI 11 lIIodel Thus, we utilize a method to convcn the large 

problem illlO sma ller problems of manageable size The approach to this reduction is 10 

solve a linear prOgram optimized o,'cr a subset of its columns, the result of which may he 

suboptimal Rased on ideas from LP sensitivity analysis we can lest whether the set of 

deCision variables associated with a certain route, not in the original subset. is attractive If 

It is a:tractive, it can be put into the basis as a new column. Moreover, we can examine 

why this route might be attractivc and, ifnccessary, modiry the rules that select the initial 

set ofroutes in the heuristic route selection model. The Throughput II model may be 

regarded as all example of the following LP mode.1 

\ / It x = h 

x?O 

and its dual 

if IIl1re,l/ricted 

(3 I) 

(3 2) 
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The optimality conditions for a linear program state that necessary and suf1icient 

conditions for x' and 1[ ' to be an optimal primal-dual pair are, 

Primal Feasibility Ax h 

Dual Feasibility 

Strong Duality ex 1[b 

In standard column generation techniques, new columns are defined with respect 

to the original constraint set Throughput II, however, does not fall into this framework 

Instead, associated with each new route-aircraft combination at any point in time is a set 

of decision variables that appear in the original constraints plus an additional set of 

constraints that contain only the new decision variables For example, one of the new 

constraints specifies that the amount of cargo that can flow along a new route is restricted 

by the capacity of aircraft flying this route We rlenote the sel of variables associaled with 

the new routes y and express their inclusion in model (31) via, 

ex + jy 

Ax+/'y = " 

IJy = 0 

x,y ~ 0 

(33) 

The fact that the right-hand-side of the new set of constraints is zero reflects our 

assumption that the new LP (3.3) is feasible ify 0; j,e., we arc not required to fly the 

new routes The dual ofCl.3) is, 
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;rh (1 4) 

; yl)::;1 

A~ a n:suil of our non-standard form the usual optimality test regarding the sign of 

the reduced cost ofa new column no longer directly applies Howeve!', the following 

theore:,!l provides an analogous optimality tcst for the framework outlined above 

Theorenl3.1 

Let x* and If" be an optimal primal-dual pair for 0.1) and 0.2). If r.F j - Ii <; 0 Vi, 

tnell (x- 0) and (r." 0) form Hn optimal primal-dual pair forp.3) and (34) 

Prouf or Theorem 3.1: 

We will verify the Karush - Kuhn - rucker (KKT) Optimality Conditions of 

t Primal Feasibility 

2 Strong Duality 

-' Dual Feasibility 

of the primal-dual solution pair (x ' ,y") = (1'-,0) and (,,",y") ;- (r.',O) in 

(33) and (3 4) 
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I. Primal Feasibility: 

Ax" + F'r"" = h 

f)y" = 0 

x". y · ;:0:0 

Now. 

Ax' ~FO _ h since Ax" band 

/)0= () 

(x ,0) ~ 0 also follows liorn feasibility of x" in (3.1) 

2. Strong Duality: 

ex" + fy" = Jr' b+y"O 

cx'-tJO ~- Jr'h+yO 

CX · = Jr ' h 

follows from strong duality of x' and Jr' in (3. 1) and (3.2) 

3. Dual Feasihility : 

l[ "A j ,cJ = l['A, - c)o;;O followsfromdualfeasihi ltyin(3.2) 

n" F, - r" /) I - J) = l[ ' 1', - J} :0; 0 

follows from the optimality test hypothesis. QED 

From Theorem 3 .1 we know that if we solve Throughput II and subsequently 

d~t~rmine that the reduced costs of variables associated with routes not explicitly induded 

In the original model pass the opt imality lest l[' F} - IJ 0;; 0 then the current solution is 
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optimill with respect to all routes. Jfthe optimality test is not satisfied then we can append 

the variah!es associated with attractive routes and re-solve the corresponding Throughput 

11 model To implement the column generation technique in Throughput II, note that the 

variables ilssociated with the new routes are X. Y, IONSUf~, and '{'PAX Thus, summing 

the dual variables associated with constraints that these variables appear in computes the 

.. "J- .. terms Additiona:y, oniy the TONSUF. and IPAX variables have objective funct ion 

coefficients (for late penalty computation) Consequently, only these columns have "/" 

terms associated The complete GM1S code is included in Appendix C 

It IS desi rable to prevent, or at least recognize, when Throughput II generates 

solut1olls that are infeasible with lespect to the original, disaggregated network One 

example of such a violation may occur when a unit's origin airfield (and hence the unit) is 

aggregaled with a centroid closer to the destination airfield; in this case, the origin-

destination distance may be greater than the selected aircraft's minimum payload range, 

ev en though the centroid-destination distance was not longer than the minimum payload 

ferry range In reality, therefore, this aircraft wold have to use a difterent route or carry a 

lighter load Another potentia: infeasibility can arise whcn Throughput II inappropriately 

"'borrow" a irfield capacity between airfields that have been aggregated into a single 

airfield A promising afld important alea for future research is to implement a 

drsagg;regation procedure that map5 aircraft mi<;sions to the original network. With $ueh a 

procedure in place, it will be possible to recogniLe and take steps to avoid the 

lnfeasibilities described above 
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V. HESULTS AND SU M~'1ARY 

This chapter rerorts the resu lts for model instances based on two different da ta 

sels provided by AFSAA in the summer and fall of 1'-)95 . TPFOO data must be 

aggregated for us(~ i:l Throughput [] T his aggregation procedure is implemented in the 

Pascal programming ianguage. It takes the input TPFOO, and then performs aggregation 

b~sed on a strategy determined by several user-specified parameters. The now diagram of 

the aggregation algorithm is in Appendix 0 and may be summarized as follows 

Step I Aggr egate units that are to be shipped between the same origin-destination 

pair and have identical delivery time windows based on the avm/ah/e-load-da/e (ALO) 

and rt'quirt'J-de!ivery-dall' (RDO) 

Step 2. Eliminate unit s tha t have very small movement requirements (e .g 

passenger) 

Slep 3 Aggregate units that are to be shipped between the same origin-destinat ion 

pair and have Similar ROD values T he definition of "similar" is allowed \ 0 depend on 

when over the deployment period the uni ts shou ld be delivered. Greater latitude is 

permitted near the end of tlte scenario compared to the early days of the deployment . This 

is implemented by the user specifying parameters H" Hz, Hj , part it ioning the planni ng 

:Jenod in to segments with correspondi ng tolerance values r l, r 2. rj, where. 

Os r, < r, 
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If\wo units with the same origin and destinat ion have ROD ' s in the same segment 

and if the d iffcrence between the ROD's is less than the corresponding r value, the two 

units are aggregated This is depicted in Figure 5. I 

' /I/)/)/ -II/)IJ: <-', 

~--------~--------~----------~ 
R, 

RIJ[)I - RnD2 ! < r, iRDD1 -RDD2!< r ) 

Figure 5 I. Uni t Aggregation Over the Time Horizon 

Aller the aggregation the RDD and ALO values are defined as 

RDD , ~" Max (ROUIRDD2) 

ALD".~ = Weighted BRscd on Movcmcni Requi rcmcniS (AU)I.ALD1) 

Step 4 . The results ofthc aggregation procedure are then used in the cent roid 

mudel, followed by the route selection procedure which in turn provides input data for lhe 

Throughput II optimization model 

t\, RESULTS 

Centroid Model 

The data set thaI has been used for the centroid models consists of 117 airfields in 

the Continental United States (CONUS). AJllhe models presented in Chapter III can be 

used 10 select the centroid ai rfiel ds In order to investigate the re lative merits of these 

mode\~ three. criteria have been defined The fi rst one is the computat ional time required to 

so lve the mod el on an IBM RS6000/590 ~ystem using UAMS with the 05L solver The 
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second cnterion is the average distance between the centroid airfields and their satellite 

atrfi e!ds This is an important issue in artier to have an accurate delivery cycle time in the 

rhroughput II opti:lllzation model. The las t criterion is the primary objective value oflhe 

proposed model which is thc maximum distance bel\vecn the centroid airfields and their 

satelhte airfields The model that we develop allows the user to predefine cenain centroid-

sal elhte Broups and cffectiveiy remove them from consideration in the centroid model 

This tS desirable featlHe because it allows lhe user to prevent the possibility of capacity 

borrowing at known system bottlenecks The results arc illustra ted in Table 5.1 

TIME AVERAGE MAXIMUM 
r-.mO Ei. (RS6000/S90 DISTANCE DlST AJ'.JCE 

GAJ"IS/OSL) (nm) (om) 

YOST'S MODEL 14 SECONDS 326 794 

MINI SUM MODEL 10 MINUTES 277 717 

MINIMAX 32 SECONDS 370 600 
MODELo 

SUGGESTED 8·' SECONDS 31) 600 
MODE L I 

rable S I . Computanonal Results for Various Centroid Models 

Note that Yost's model is a miniSlll11 model with a limited number of airfields that 

may be used as centroids As a result, in runs {]uickly but performs worse than the other 

models relative to the other criterion The suggested model provides an attra(;tive balance 

between the mini sum model and the minimax model with respect to the average and 

maximum distance criterion and requ ires modest computational effort 

r, This I~ IlK model that >olvci! VIa »<: t C<Jv~n llg algo rithm 
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Recall that the centroid models requi re the user to define the (maximum) number 

of centroids that may be selected. Figure 5 .2 illustrates how the maximum cent roid-

satell ite distance varies with the number of centroids . As shown in Figure 5 2, there is a 

large d istance when the centroid budget is small Large range values are more likely to 

lead to infeasible (unflyable) routes in the route selection model 

Figure 5.2 Cumputatlollal Resu lts for Centroid Model 
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Z. Route Srlection Model 

Ailer we select the centrOid airfields for origin and destination airlield~ via thc 

centroid model, the route generation model constructs routes based on user~defmed input 

para;neters 11 takes less than an hour to set up thc input files for Ihe first run After this 

preparatiOn. each nm takes approximately five minutes 

The flfst input parameter is denoted ). and is used 10 define Ihe maximum route 

length between origin-destination pairs. ThIS lambda value actually consists orlhe product 

of three different parameters We assign a lambda value for each airfield and aircraft. To 

illustrate thi, process, if we call the resu ltant lambda value as the composite lambda vatue, 

then, 

If we define each of these parameters as 1,0, then only the direct route (ie., no 

enroute stops) wi ll be generated Using these three different parameters provides flexibility 

for selecting routes based on the type of aircraft: or accessibi lity of different regions of the 

world with origin/destinat1On dependent lambda values 

The second parameter of the route selection model is the restriction on the flight 

time of an airere\>.' In this research we used 24 hours for the maximum flight time without 

a crew-change, The final input requi red from the user is the set of crew-stage airfields and 

enroutc airfields that ean be used during the airlift operation, Table 5.2 shows the number 
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ofinfcasiblt: routes fo r various }. values for the C747 which has a minimum pay~oad 

ferry range of 6500 nm for delivery routes and 9200 nm lor re(;Ovcry routes, 

Composite Total Total lofeasible Routes Due 
I'otal Routes 

Lambda Value Feasible Routes To night Time Restrictions 

104 1 116 

7266 1.117 163 

Deli~· ery Routes 1 161 217 22 

I 184 254 27 

1.240 302 43 

1.000 32 

4152 1.139 149 26 

Recovery Routes 1 162 233 53 

1 185 274 73 

Table 5 2 ROIHe Selection Model Results 

We have performed experiments in order to show the "quality' of the routes that 

hay!;.': been generated by the route selection procedure versus the routes with the same data 

sel III Lim (1994) The complllalional results based on comparing manually generated 

routes and the model ar!;.': shown in Table 5 3 
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Model 

Route Selection Modrl 

Manually G~ne .. atrd 

Routes 

Nllmberof 
Routes 

71 roules 

62 routes 

Table 5 3 Route Sdection Model's Results 

I 

Objrctivr Function 
Value 

13.208 

1502 1 

The rOllte selection model improves the routing options in Throughput II so that 

there IS a 12% reduction in the weighted sum oflate and undelivered cargo 

3, Postprocessing Module 

One important issue in the postprocessing module is whether including additional 

routes in Throughput II wil! result in an improved solution. There are many decision 

variables associated with a ~ingle physical mute through the network 

The mute may be flown by several type:; of planes and at different points in time in 

the planning period There are typically a large number of decision variables associated 

with routes not explicitly included in Throughput IT that have attractive reduced costs (see 

Chapter II). However, many of these provide small if any improvement in the solution, if 

included For this reason, we only augment the set of routing options with decision 

var iables whose reduced costs are significantly attractive, relative to some tolerance. In 

Ihe proposed meThod, ThroughpUT II is solved with respeet to the original routes and then 

the SeI of routes is augmented and the model is fe-optimized 
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When this is done, it is desirable to initialize the re-optimization with the basis 

from optimal solUTion of the original model Table 5 4 illustrates the savings in 

computational effoll that this technique provides relative 10 solving the larger model from 

snatch In addition, Table 5 4 shows that the postprocessing scheme found routing 

options that significantly decreased the weighted sum of late and undelivered cargo 

Number of Model 
ROlltes 

Objective 
Fuuction Value 

Running Time 
(RS6000) 

71 routes Throughput II 13.208 ]0 I 
117 routes rhroughput II 80292 60 J 
117 routes Proposed Model 8.0292 38.75 minutes I 

Table') 4 Computational Results of Sensitivity Analysis 

B. RECOMM ENDA nONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The techniques proposed in this thesis have been recently applied to a largt: 

TPFDD providt:d by AFSAA in August 1995 for a C 17/C747 fleet mix study. Due 10 the 

enormous size of the data, which has approximately 14500 movement requirements. the 

preprocessing modules for centroid seltction and roule reduction were an invaluable tool 

for quickly gent:rating an optimization model of tractable size This modeling and data 

reduction exercise also revt:aled that certain additional features could fi.mher streamlint: 

the process for future analyses 

User interface Current aggregation and routt: selection modules are implemented as a 

Disk Operating System (DOS) application Because of the structure of this operating 
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system, the ease aruse for an analyst would be greatly enhanced by implementing this 

sofiware as a \Vindows appliclltion with user-friendly interfaces 

D ata Interface The current model uses lext fi les that must be manually entered by the 

anaiyst Because this is a tin:e consuming procedure, a data interface that permits easy 

moditlcations whiie ensuring data integrity would significantly decrease the model 

generation (line 

Route Generation Module As mdicated abovc, there is a set of decision variables 

associated with each route It would be useful to develop a theory that utilizes reduced 

cost information from individual decision variables to indicate when the inclusion the 

sel of decision variables will improvl;; (or be li kely 10 improve) the current solution 

Feasibility Test Postprocessing .\fodule As discussed at the end of Chapter IV, 

deriving a procedure that maps Throughput II solutions to the original disaggregated 

network would prove valuable with respect 10 testing the feasibil ity of the proposed 

solution 

As shown above, much work remains 10 realize the fulJ potential of pre and po~t

processintj of the Throughput II model The contributions of this thesis form a solid 

foundation for thesc improvmcnts 
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APPENDIX A. THROUGHPUT II MODEl. 

Ihe foiowing is ~ br:efsl:lIIIllaIy of ThrOL:ghllut II (Morton eI. ol , 1995) 

A. INDICES 

i:1dcxcs routes 

B. IN DEX SETS 

·\irfield Index Sets 

Sd of availa~le airfields 

2. AiI'craft Indtx Sets 

"L~cc4 "" aircraft. cJpabil: of hauling over-sized cargo 
aircraft capahle of haul in!', out-sized cargo 

Bulk Cil·gO is palietiled on 88 x 108 inch platforms, which can fit on any plane 

Over-sized cargo is non-pallctizcd rolEng stock, it is larger than bulk cargo and Gan fit on 

a C 141. CS or C 17 Out-sized cargo is vCly large non-pal1cli7.cct cargo Ihal Gan fit into a 

( 5 or CI7 but not a CI4l 
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3. Route Index Sets 

set of available routes 
1(,r;;;H pernllSsible routes for aircraft a 
/(,Ior;;;Ha permissihle routes for aircraft a that use airfield b 
H",.f;;/(a permissihle routes for aircraft a that have origin I and destination k 
f)H,g< delivery routes that originate from origin i 

IO? ~/( recovery routes that originate from destination k 

4. Time Index Set 

set of time periods 
·! ~",{;1 possible launch times of sorties for unit u using aircraft a and route r 

The set covers the allowed time window for unit u. which starts on the unit's 

available-to· load dale and ends 00 the unit's required delivery date, plus some extra time 

up to the maximum allowed lateness for the unit 

C. GIVEN DATA 

Movement Requirements Data 

!v/ove]>AX",;. Troop movement requirement for unit /I from origin I to 

destination k 

Movl'{j/~",( Equipment movement requ irement in short IOns (stons) for unit II 

from origin i to destination k 

l'rnHulk., Proportion of unit u cargo that is hulk-sized 

f'ro(}ver., Proportion of unit II cargo that is over-sized 

!'mO/I'" Proportion of unit 11 cargo that is out-sized 

2. Penalty Data 

rwePen{ II;" Lateness pen~1ty (per stan per day) for unit u equipment 
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ralel'en/'AX,. Lateness penalty (per soldier per day) for unit 11 troops 

\'o{j(}/'I'II( i/~ ., Non-delivery penalty (per ston) for unit II equipment 

"'o( iol'cl//'AX., Non-delivery penalty (per soldier) for unit u troops 

Maxtall' Maximum allowed lateness (in days) for delivery 

Penalty (small artificial cost) for keeping aircraft a in mobility 
system attune I 

3. Cargo Data 

Ul';Sqh" Average cargo floor space (in sq, fi) per ston of unit /I equipment 

f'AXWI" Average weight of a unit /I soldier inclusive of personal 
equlJlmeTl\ 

4. Aircraft Data 

Supply" l\umber of aircraft of type arhat become available at time I 

lv/ax/'AX" 

/J)(/(I!Jl, 

Maximum troop carriage capacity of aircraft n 

cargo space (in sq ft) consumed by a unit 11 soldier fro 

Cargo floor space (in sq ft) of aircraft n 

cargo space 

for aircraft a This accounts 
practice to fully uti1iu the 

(fUa/e,. Established utili7ation rale (flying hours per aircraft per day) for 
aircraft a 

5. Airfil'lti Data 

Aircraft capacity (in narrow-body equ ivalents) al airfield b 
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AN)( ;Rl'lf_,; Conversion factor to narrow-hody equivalents for one aircraft of 
type a at airfield h 

;V/()(lIjj \10G efficiency factor «1), to account for the fact thaI it is 
impossible to fully utilize available MOG capacity due to 
randomness of ground times 

6, Aircraft Route Performance Data 

Maxl.o(l(C 

/J'/'im<'"" 

!'I:1aximum payload (in stons) for aircraft a flying route r 

Aircraft ground time (due to onload or offioad of cargo, 
refueling, maintenance, etc,) needed for aircraft a at airfield b on 

Cumulative time (flight time plus ground time) taken by aircraft a 
to reach airf'leld h along route r 

Total flying hours consumed by aircraft a on route r 

Cumulative time (flight lime plus ground time) taken by aircraft a 
on route I 

f)ays/ ,ale""" Number of days late unit u's requirement would be if delivered by 
aircraft a via route r with mission start lime I 

D. DF:CISION VARIABLES 

Sortie Variables 

Number of aircraft a thaI airlift unit u via roule r with mission 
start time during period I 

Number of aircraft a Ihat recover from a destination airfield via 
route r with start time during period I 
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2. Aircraft Allocation and De-allocation Variable.~ 

lillol ,,, Nur~lbcr of aircraft a that become available at time I that a rc 
all ocated to origin i 

He/ca.le"" Number of aircraft a available al origin I in tim!;! I that are not 
sc~edli led for any flights from then on 

3. Aircraft Inventory Variables 

H., I Nllillbcr of aircraft a inventoried at origin I at time I 

HI'"" Number oraileran a inventoried at destination k at time I 

/liP/aIlCl", Number or aircraft a in the air mobility system allime I 

4. Airlift Quantity Variables 

Total stalls aru ni! 11 equipment airlifted by aircraft a via route r 
with mission stan time during period I 

Total number of unit II troops airlifted by aireran a via rOUle r 
with mission sta n time during period I 

5. Elastic (l'iondeiivet"}') Variables 

UI'.No(io"" Total stons of unit u equipment with origin I and des tination k 
that is not delivered in the prescribed time frame 

I'AXNoC;(),,,, Numher of unit Il troops with origin i and destination k who are 
not del ivered in the prescrihed time frame 
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E. OB.JECTIVE 

L ~ ,~" L l.olePenUF. * /)uySLUIC,,,,, * Tal/sUE.", . (AI) 

+ L L L L La/ePm? AX. *Day sLate "",' * {PAX .... , 
, • '<",I(_T_ 

+ ~ L ~ (NoCoPenUE. * UENoGo •.• - NoGoPenP AX. * P AXNoCo".) 

+ LL Pre.I/!rVI!O' * NP/anes", 

ThlC objective function minimizes the total weighted penahies incurred for late 

deliveries and non-deliveries. The model's secondary objective is to choose a feasible 

solution thai maximizes unused aircraft 

F. CONSTRAI'<TS 

"~"". ~.,t.7(mSIJF,,,, + UEN()Go.~ - MovI!UE ••• , 

If 1t,I,k MoveUH". > 0 

,,~ .. ,~, , !;;..rOlls(f/~'. "" +UENo(;o ... ~ ProOUl, * MoveIJE •. ,. 

"~ ,~, ,"'f,Ton.\UP'"., + UJ.;,lI/oGo." ~ 

i l'ro()~'er. -t- l'r()()III .'I*M(J)'e{/I·~.,. , 

V 1I,i,k : MoveU;'; ... > 0 

If lI , i,k_Mvve(!/~". > 0 

L L Ln'AX.""+PaxNoGo' iI-'.MovePAX,,. > 
" "" •• "1;~ 

V lI,i,k : A4oveJ'AX.,,, :> 0 
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~ .. ~, X._, + H,,, + NdcQsc." ::: (A6) 

H." " +Allol"., + L L1';"", Va,I,1 
, iI~ ,·.1"' .... '.1 ' 

L 1';", -'- HI'", = HI'", ,+ L ~ " ~_X,,,,,, , I:i a ,k,l (,\7) 

, [r..-_·. I ' 

iLAII()I~" ::; islipply.,, '11 0 ,1 (A _S) 

,~LLK"", . X •• " +,~tK""" YM + LtH., ,,\ 10) 

+LiHl'.,., '5 iNl'lanes." '1 0 ,1 

where 

- 1' + 1, if I' S I < I'~CTimeQ, - 1 

if , C': /'tCTlmc., - 1 

II'AX ... , ~ Maxl'AX" ·X."" , V 11 ,0,(,11 E T.,,,, (A I I) 

"/'ons IJL"", -t I'AXW,. {PAX,,,,, ::; Ma:x:Loud", · X_" (A _Il) 

V 1I ,0,r ,l : 1 E 1:", 

l'AX\'q,,"," ·lJ'AX.~, ~ UFSqFI. ' 7onsUl':.",,::; (A.l') 

A('Sq/-l • • ',om/Nj~ - X."", I;j lI ,a ,r, l : I E' 7:., 
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(A,1 4) 

'fa 

(A,15) 

A 2 Demand satisfact ion (;unstra int s for all classes of cargo 

A.3 Demand satisfaction constraints for out-sized cargo 

A 4 Demand satisfaction constraint for over-sized cargo 

A 5 Demand satisfaction for troops 

A(, Aircraft ba la nce constraints at origin airfields 

A.7 Aircraft balance constraints at destination airfields 

A 8 Aircraft balance constraints for allocations to origins 

j\ 9 Aircraft balance co nstraints account ing for allocat ions and releases 

AIO Cumulat ive aircraft balance constraints 

A I I Troop carriage capacity cons traints 

A.I:: Maximum payload constraints 

A. 13 Cargo floo r space constraints 

A 14 Aircraft utilization constraints 

A. 15 Airfield MOG constra ints 
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APPENDIX B. GAMS CODES FOR C ENTROID MODEL 

HITLE SF.TCOVERlt.;G 
SSTITLE Ya,ttl TURKER 2() JUL I<;()~ 

OPTIONS 

RESLI\1 '" 
MIP " OSL 

AF air fi dd, 
~I NCL l) [)E a irfjc l ds~l 

PARAMETER DIS (AFAFP) 
~[NCl. UDE dis] [ .1\1 

OFF> DECI\1ALS '" 1 
=() 1 SEED 

SCALAR K2 number ofau-flclds which!s allowed throughp ut model 141 
~AO ,~(hu_, ofccll t!O,d 
R[3ESTbcst radius of centro id 
UI'Puppc! vaiucl>f ccHiroid 
LOWlowCf"J lucorCcnlrc>,d 

VARIABLE 
ZORl G mJx"num nllmhc r ofcentr(l'cts 
Z I ORIG obJc~lJv~ f\lnCl lun vJ lue ofmll1;s1lm Iliodel 
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'M INIMIZE 
OOJ SU" (J YO",'GiJ))oEo,WR'G. 
COVER( I) Sl"" J.YOR"CiJ )l;(DlI".J) 

MODEL ORIGCOV IOBJ.COVERJ 

) 

DISPLAY YORIG.LRAD.l.IPP,LOW,ZORIG.L. 

POSITIVE VARIABLE 
XORIG(I.IP) ailfLdd i belongs lO C~lIlroidj: 

XORIC; LJP(i))S(DlS(U) LE RAD) 0< ] 0 

O]SPLA Y YOR1G.L.ZORIG L,ZIORlG.L,XORlG.L 

' m: ludcccmroidmooc]for dcSllll alinalI OIlS 

SCALAR Kl number ofccmrOld destinallOn airfields IS allowed in T hroughput /'61 ; 
VARIABLE 
ZDf.ST 
l lDEST 

flINARY VARIABLE 
YDEST(L) orx:n (.·~nlrOLd L 
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' MI NI MIZE 

MODEL DESTCOV iOFlJ4 .COVER II. 

) 

DI SPLAY YDEST L.RAD.l lP f'.LOW.ZDEST.L 

POSITIVE VARIABLE 

DISPLA Y YDEST L.ZDEST !...Z I DEST!...XllFSTL; 

·",dudc ,~t "[lInns 
SET UI\IT untts in TPFOlJ 

SIl"CLUDE Ullltl.lX\ 

f NR(AF) cnroutc ;mnclds 
SINCLUDE ClIrOU1C \., 1 
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SINCLL'DE movlngl .lxl 

~ INCLUDE Illo!;cap l~l 

PARM .. \ETER REPORT~(J.L) 

FILE F I /Il",\'cmcnl .lxt! 
FlLE Fl/o,liw"nCC,lxt! 
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FILE F7 Idlstnncr dati 
FILE FR IrOll(clog.l~li 

PUTJTL~ 

I'UT L TL 4 
PUT " 
PUT REf>QRT2(UN IT,J.L) 
PUT' 

PUT j 

PUT AFTL ~ . 

PUT AFP TL ~ 
PUT" 
PUT D1S(A F.AFP} 

PUT F.1 

PUT L TL 4 

PUT F~ 
PUT" WB NB GM IT": 
LOOP(ENR$(REPORT5(ENR} NE I 0). 

PUT I; 
PUT ENR TL" 
PUT" 

PUT" ". 
PUT MOG(ENR ·TT) 1 (I 

I 
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LOOP(J$(REPORT5(J) EO I 0), 

PUT J TL.4 
PUT" " 
PUT REPORT6(j,'WB') 2 0 
PUT · " 
PUT REPO RT(,(1.'NB'1 , 2 :o ~ 

PUT" 
REPon6IJ"GM" 

LOQP(L$(R EI'ORT5{L) EO I 0), 

PUTl.TL4 

PUT" 
PUT REPORT(,I{L , 'TT')2:0~ 

Ie 

PUTFS; 
Plff "ORIGIN CENTROID AiRfiELDS". 
LOOP(J$(YORIG LO) EO 1.0), 

PUTI, 
PUT l TLA , , 

PUTF6 
PUT "DESTiNATION AIRFIELDS" 
LOQP(L$(YDEST L{L) EO 1,1) 

PUT I 
PUT I .. TL. 4 

I 

PUT 1'7 
PUT "D1STANCES BETWEEN AIRFIELDS", 

PlIT AFPTLA: 
PUT" - . 
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PUT D1S(AF,AFP) 

PUT! 
PUT "I " 

PUTFII. 
FK.AP~ 1 

PUT "CENTROID MODEL RESULTS" . 
Pt;TI 
PUT "DATE ". 
r UT SYSTEM DATE 
r UT! 
PUT "TI ME . , 
PUT SYSTEM.TIME. 
P!. T /. 
PUT "ORIGIN CENTROID AIRFIELDS· 
PUT/; 

LOOP(JS(YORIG L(J) EO I 0), 
PUT JTL 4 

PUTI 

PUT "DESTINATION CENTROID AIRfiELDS" 
r UT I. 

Loor(LS(YDEST L(L) EO I 0) 

PUTL TL.1 , 
PUT! 

) 

rUT "MOG VALUES FOR T HE AIRFIELDS"; 
PUT /; 
PUT" WB NB GM TI". 
LOOP(ENRS(REPORT5(ENR) NE I 0) 

PUT /. 
PUT ENR TL4 . 
PUT " ". 
PUT MOG(ENR:WB') 2 o. 
PUT" ". 
PUT MOG(ENR:NB') 2 (I. 
PUT" ". 
PUT MOG(ENR:CM') ] 0 
PUT" 
PUT MOG(ENR,'TI') 2 1) 

I 

LOOP(JS(REPORT5(J) EO [ ,U), 

rUT JTL.1 
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PUT ' 
PUT REPORT6(1,'W[J'),2:0: 
PUT ' • 
PUT REPORT6(1.'N B') 20 
PlJT " 

PUT· 
PUT REPORT6(1,'TT'): 20 

) 

10) 

PUT REPORT61(L'W[J').2 ,1) 
PUT ' 
PUT REPORH,I(L.'NB')2 0: 
PLT 
PUT REPORT61(L'GM'),2,() 
PUT 
PUT REPORTG 1(L.'Tr) 2U 

) 

DlSPLA Y ORIG L,XDEST L,TONSlfE.TPAX, ltEPORT2.REPORTJ,REPORT4,REPORT6,REPORT61: 
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APPENDIX C. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR HOUTES 

SOI'FUPPER OFFSYMI,IST OFFSYMXRCF 

O PTIONS 
UMCOL · (I . UI\.IROW = 0 , SOLPRINT OFF , DECIMALS = 2 
RESLIM = 1!\1J'J1J , lTERLll\.1 ~ 4000(1 (), OPTCR - (1 1 ,SIOEO = ., 141 

MAXLEG(GFN).mELR(GEN)~SMAX((AF ,AFP)SDAnJACENT(GEN ,AF,AFP),DlST(AF,AFP»; 

• curren! i ~ set to th,' fi rst airficldon the route 
ORIIGEN ,AF» • (URR(GEr-,l) ~ ORK(GEN,AF») 
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SUM(CURRENT,DIST(ClJRRENT,NEXT))ISPD(A) 
KEND~ 1 
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, -. ; , ., , , f_ + +-+-+f_..-.- f_-'- DYNAMIC SET DECLARATION f_ .--.-- __ f_+ +-'-++~ +_+f_f_f_ 

• DSCTDY(AGEN.T) " used 10 conl rollhe al lowable combinauon 
• of ~"cran . mille, and ~l!"ll,mc fm lhe dcci~ioll vallabk 
• Y(A,GEN,T) An aJJowabl~ comblnallon IS one In which lbc 

ISD"""GEN)AND I$DRA(GEN,A) ANI) 

PARAMETER TOTX(lJ,A.GEN,T) prieto olll valuto for x; 
TOTX(U,A,GEN,T)S(DSETX(U,A,GEN,T) AND DELR(GEN»)=O,O; 
'compulallons for TOTX 
TOTX(U,A.GEI\', T)S(DSETX( U,A.GEt-.;,T) AND DELR{GEN))~TOTX(U.A,Gf:NJ)+ 

SlJM(lS(DSETX(lJ,A.GE~,T) 'DRl(GENJ»),ACDAU.M(A),T»; 
LOOP(TP 
TOTX( L; ,A, GCN, T)$( DSETX( l,; ,A, GEN ,T) A~O DELR{GEN) 2TOTX{IJAGEN, T). 

SUM(K$(ISDSETX(UAGEN.T) AND I\DIl.K(GEN$) AND 
(ORO(T) + ROL;ND(CTIt>.fE(AGENX)/14) EQ OJl.U(TP»), 
ACBALK M(A,kTPJ) 1 

LOOP(Tf' 
IOTX(UAGENT)S(DSETX(U,A,GEN,T) AND DELR(GEN) A",O (ORD(n LE ORD(TP»)~ 

TOTX( U, A, GEN ,T)+( KCONSU M E(A, GEN,T > TPj ' ACCONSUME,M(ATP» ); 
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TOTTON(U,A,GEN,T)$(DSETX(U,A,GEN.T) AND DELR(GEN))=TOTTON(U.A,GEN ,T) ~ 

SUM«!,K)$( l SMOVEUE(U ,1.K) ANTI ACCARGO(A.'OVER'j AND 
lS[)SETX(U,AGENT) AND ISDRJ(GEN,I) AND l$DRK(GEN,K)), 
OVI:'RR£Q".1T r.1(U,l,K)); 

*1 1I~ludc S COSl coeffi c Ient 

TOTY(A,GEN ,T)S(DSETY(A,GEN,T) Al'.TI DELR(GI:'N))"-TOTY(A,GEN,T)+ 
SUM( K S(DSI:'TY (A,GEN,'I)*DRK(GEN,K)),AU1ALKM(A,K,T)); 
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'define. new route S<~I bast It) pllce OU\ va luts 

SOLVE AIRLIFT USING RM JP ,'vllNIM1Z1NG Z 
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·\PPf:NDlX D. 

" "H)l) , T X I (I ) 

O KI C IN.T X T (2 ) 
UI·: .. ··;,·n N ,\.TXT (2) 

FLOW DIAGRAM OF ROUTE SELECTION M O DEL 

AGGREG . PAS (:!) 



EI'o"RO(JT L TXT 
C REW. TXT 
AIRFIE1.D. TXT 
AIRCRA FT. TXT 
LAMRf)A. TXT 
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I Text file separated with tab and generated in EXCEL 

Pre,eleeted origin-destination airfields which will be considered during the 

aggregation If the user wants to include aU the airfields that mentioned in TPFDD, 

then enter '"N o'· for the includ ing file question 

3 Unit aggregation ha,ed on preselected origin de~t i nation airfields, minimum 

movement requ iremenL'> and the difference between the ROD values 

4 Centroid model for origin and destinat ion airfields written in GAMS 

5 Unit aggregation based on centroid airfields 

6 Route selection model 

Optimization model 

8 Sensitivity Analysis 

') Text file contains all the input and aggregation information based on this run 
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